
 

Peak Water, Peak Oil…Now, Peak Soil? 
By Stephen LeahyReprint| |  Print|Send by email  

 

Healthy soil looks dark, crumbly, and porous, and is home to worms and other organisms. It feels soft, moist, 

and friable, and allows plant roots to grow unimpeded. Credit: Colette Kessler, USDA Natural Resources 

Conservation Service 

REYKJAVÍK, Iceland (IPS) - Soil is becoming endangered.This reality needs to be part of our collective 

awareness in order to feed nine billion people by 2050, say experts meeting here in Reykjavík. 

And a big part of reversing soil decline is carbon, the same element that is overheating the planet. 

http://www.ipsnews.net/2013/05/peak-water-peak-oilnow-peak-soil/ 
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http://www.abc.net.au/radionational/programs/ockhamsrazor/energy-in-australia3a-peak-oil2c-solar-power-and-

asia27s-eco/5598796 

 

http://www.crikey.com.au/2014/05/14/environment-green-policies-casualties-of-abbotts-vengeance-mission/ 
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http://www.newvision.co.ug/news/657425-address-soil-infertility-concerns.html 

The Frankenstein monster that was Australia's 

price on carbon 
Sara PhillipsABC Environment Updated 17 Jul 2014 (First posted 16 Jul 2014)  

 

Frankenstein's monster was a thoughtful, tragic figure in the original book. 

Cobbled together from the parts of dead climate policies, Australia's now-dead carbon tax got 

about as much love as a horror movie monster. 

"You will rejoice to hear that no disaster has accompanied the commencement of an 

enterprise which you have regarded with such evil forebodings." 

This is the first sentence of a classic novel which I think rather neatly sums up the whole 

sorry tale of Australia's carbon tax: Frankenstein. 
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Sara Phillips has been an environment journalist and editor for eleven years. Learning the 

trade on environmental trade publications, she went on to be deputy editor of 'Cosmos' 

magazine and editor of 'G', a green lifestyle magazine. She has won several awards for her 

work including the 2006 Reuters/IUCN award for excellence in environmental reporting and 

the 2008 Bell Award for editor of the year. 

http://www.abc.net.au/environment/articles/2014/07/16/4047098.htm 

Purists and pragmatists clash on climate 

action 
By Paula Matthewson 

Posted Mon 21 Jul 2014, 8:42am AEST 

 

Photo: Will Christine Milne take a pragmatic or purist approach to Tony Abbott's Direct Action policy? (AAP: Lukas Coch) 

When it comes to climate policy there is a struggle between idealists and realists, and soon these groups will confront the 

question on Direct Action: is some climate action better than none at all? Paula Matthewson writes. 

The harrowing events that began to unfold in Ukraine at the end of last week firmly put into perspective the preceding 

fortnight's wrangling in the Senate. http://www.abc.net.au/news/2014-07-21/matthewson-purists-and-pragmatists-clash-on-
climate-action/5610576 
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We're turning our land to sand 
Luc GnacadjaABC Environment  

 

Drought master cattle on the move, Ulcanbah Station, west of Collinsville. Australia makes 

good use of its dryland areas. Credit: Paula Heelan (User submitted) 

While concerns about food security grab headlines, one of the key drivers of the problem is 

overlooked. No one seems to notice that good farm land is being lost to the desert winds. 

ON SUNDAY IT WAS THE World Day to Combat Desertification and I suspect the term 

desertification will conjure up images of expanding deserts or shifting sand dunes. This is 

what I often hear, followed, almost predictably by the statement, "why should I care since we 

cannot do much about it." 

http://www.abc.net.au/environment/articles/2012/06/19/3527907.htm 

e360 digest 
 

Five Questions for Jeffrey Sachs  
On Decarbonizing the Economy 
 

15 July 2014 

 
Thirty scientific institutions from 15 countries last week released a report for the United 
Nations outlining how the world’s major carbon dioxide-emitting nations can slash those 
emissions by mid-century. Called the Deep Decarbonization Pathways Project, the initiative 
aims to provide government leaders with a plan of action in advance of a UN climate summit in 
September and climate negotiations in Paris in late 2015. Yale Environment 360 asked Jeffrey 
Sachs, director of Columbia University’s Earth Institute and a key player in the decarbonization 
project, five questions about the initiative and the prospects for global action on the climate 
front. 
 
1. Why do you believe the Deep Decarbonization Pathways Project has a chance of 
succeeding where other global carbon-cutting initiatives have failed? 

http://e360.yale.edu/digest/five_questions_for_jeffrey_sachs_on_decarbonizing_the_econom

y/4194/ 
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Moylan's moment cost millions 

By Elke Nagy - posted Tuesday, 15 July 2014  

In 2012, Australian environmental activist, Jonathan Moylan, sent out a fake press release 

which caused the share price of a coal company to crash by A$3 million. 

He was back in the NSW Supreme Court in Sydney last Friday for his sentencing hearing. 

Over 50 supporters were gathered outside and the court room had to be changed to 

accommodate the crowd. 

Elke Nagy is a freelance writer and visual artist with an academic background in law, philosophy and science. 

http://www.onlineopinion.com.au/view.asp?article=16499 
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Science was rigorous for Tasmanian World 

Heritage listing 
Peter HitchcockABC Environment 21 Jul 2014  

 

The World Heritage listing process is scientifically rigorous, says Hitchcock. 

Contrary to a recent assertion, the scientific assessment of Tasmania's World Heritage area 

was protracted and rigorous. 
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IT IS UNFORTUNATE THAT Mark Poynter, in his attempt to establish that politics rather 

than science has determined the World Heritage decision in favour of the Tasmanian forests, 

fails to focus on the science and instead attacks the people providing the science. In the 

familiar sporting aphorism, he plays the man not the ball.  

Peter Hitchcock is an environmental consultant and a member of the Order of Australia 

(AM). 

http://www.abc.net.au/environment/articles/2014/07/21/4049273.htm 

Science the biggest loser from Tasmanian 

World Heritage decision 

By Mark Poynter - posted Thursday, 17 July 2014 
 

Last month, the United Nation's World Heritage Committee took less than 10 minutes to 

reject the Abbott Government's bid to delist part of a 170,000 hectare, so-called 'minor' 

extension to Tasmania's Wilderness World Heritage Area (the TWWHA) that had been 

engineered by the former Gillard Government. 

In announcing the decision, the Committee described our Government's attempt to delist a 

74,000 hectare portion of the 2013 extension as 'feeble' and said that delisting part of a World 

Heritage Area would have a set a bad precedent for other countries. 

Mark Poynter is a professional forester with 30 years experience. He is a Fellow of the 

Institute of Foresters of Australia and acts for it in a voluntary capcity as a media 

spokesperson. His book Saving Australia's Forests and its Implications was published in 

2007. http://www.onlineopinion.com.au/view.asp?article=16506 
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On hazards and climate 

By Chas Keys - posted Monday, 7 July 2014 
 

Let me make a confession. As a neophyte academic at the University of Wollongong in the 

late 1970s, I greatly admired Don Aitkin's work when he was Professor of Politics at 

Macquarie University. In particular I always read his weekly column in the National Times, a 

wonderfully refreshing newspaper now long gone. Don's compass was broad, and he was an 

acute observer of Australian life and society who brought to bear the insights of the historian, 

the economist, the sociologist and the political scientist. Periodically I quoted his 

observations approvingly to my students in lectures. I even read his novel about university 

life, The Second Chair, but I never met the man behind the words. 

So I was pleased to find that Don became in retirement an insightful and prolific contributor 

to On Line Opinion. Judging from the usually positive responses to his pieces, which range at 

least as widely as he did in the National Times, his writings have stimulated and challenged 

many in recent times. I am one who has found his contributions to be interesting, thought-

provoking and generally highly worthwhile. 
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02 Jul 2014: Interview 

Where Will Earth Head  
After Its ‘Climate Departure’? 
Will the planet reach a point where its climate is significantly different from what has existed 

throughout human history, and if so, when? In an interview with Yale Environment 360, 

biogeographer Camilo Mora talks about recent research on this disquieting issue and what it 

means for the coming decades.  

BY DIANE TOOMEY 

 

The term “climate departure” has an odd ring, but its meaning is relatively straightforward. It 

marks the point at which the earth’s climate begins to cease resembling what has come before 

and moves into a new state, one where heat records are routinely shattered and what once was 

considered extreme will become the norm. 

http://e360.yale.edu/feature/interview_camilo_mora_where_will_earth_head_after_its_climate_d

eparture/2783/ 
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WA shark killing only scratches the surface 
Michael KennedyABC Environment 23 Jul 2014  

 

Great white sharks are listed as vulnerable under Australian environment laws. Credit: Keith 

Flood (iStockphoto) 

The WA policy of baiting and shooting great white sharks has been met with outcry. But it is 

just the beginning of a series of regulatory failures that could be devastating for many shark 

species. 

FOR MANY YEARS NOW, we've known of the alarming downward trends in populations 

of the world's large predatory fish: cod, tuna, swordfish, marlin, grouper, halibut and shark. 

Some estimates suggest the decline has been in the order of 90 per cent. 

Michael Kennedy is director of Humane Society International 
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Back to Permian: US oil comes full circle 

By James Stafford - posted Friday, 18 July 2014  

Much larger than Eagle Ford and once thought to have reached peak production, new 

technology has brought us full circle back to the Permian Basin in Texas and New Mexico, 

where the recent shift to horizontal well drilling has rendered this play the unconventional 

ground zero. 

Determining where the next real oil boom will be depends largely on following the 

technology, and while the Permian Basin has been slower than others to switch from vertical 

well drilling to horizontal drilling, horizontal has now outpaced vertical, and investors are 

lining up to get in on the game. 

James Stafford is the publisher of OilPrice.com. 
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Does Australia need a 'climate policy' at all? 
By Don Aitkin - posted Tuesday, 22 July 2014 Sign Up for free e-mail updates!  

 

A few days ago I thought I heard an MP or Senator saying, in an exasperated tone, that 'this means Australia will be without a 

climate policy!', as though a climate policy was something that every decent citizen should have, like clean undies. Now that the 

repeal of the carbon tax has passed the Senate, it is worth having a look at what such a state of ungrace might mean. 
 

 

Don Aitkin has been an academic and vice-chancellor. His latest book, What Was It All For? The 

Reshaping of Australia was published by Allen & Unwin. 
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"Soils are like a bank account. You should only draw 

out what you put in." -- Rattan Lal of Ohio State University 
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